Folder No. Description
83-86 Notebook Twenty-Five (1947). Contents: remarks on WMMJ, "The President's Message on Greece and Turkey" (3/22/47); remarks on WSIV, "Ye Shall Know the Truth and the Truth Will Set You Free" (3/22/47); remarks on WMMJ about Congress (3/29/47); remarks on WSIV about sugar legislation (3/29/47); remarks on WMMJ about cancer (4/6/47); remarks on WSIV about food labelling (3/29/47); remarks on WSIV, "Korea" (4/13/47); remarks on WMMJ about legislation, lobbying, and how a bill becomes law (4/13/47); remarks on WMMJ, "Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947" (4/20/47); remarks on WSIV, "The Matter of Prices," (4/20/47); remarks on WSIV about aid to Greece (4/27/47); remarks on WMMJ about Congress (4/27/47); remarks on WSIV about food labelling (3/29/47); remarks on WSIV, "Visit of Aleman, president of Mexico (5/5/47); remarks on WMMJ about Joseph Martin, Jr. and George Catlett Marshall (5/5/47); remarks on WMMJ about the Greek-Turkish loan (5/11/47); remarks on WSIV, "Cultural Relations Program" (5/11/47); remarks on WSIV, "Congressional Mail" (5/18/47); remarks on WMMJ, "End of An Era in China--Li Po-Tien" (5/18/47).

87-89 Notebook Twenty-Six (1947). Contents: "Wool Becomes Explosive" (5/25/47); "The Affair of Western High School in Washington, D.C." (5/25/47); "Marzani and Immigration" (6/1/47); "Story of the Agricultural Appropriation Bill" (6/1/47); "The National School Lunch Program" (6/8/47); "The Labor Bill" (6/8/47); "V is for Veto" (6/15/47); "Universal Military Training" (6/15/47); "Funds for Cancer" (6/22/47); "The 50th State" (7/6/47); "Agriculture Appropriation Bill for 1948"; "The Lowly Goober" (7/20/47); "Congress Looks at Foreign Affairs" (8/3/47). These remarks are transcripts of Dirksen's radio broadcasts.

90-91 Notebook Twenty-Seven (1947). Contents: radio, "Schools and Children Abroad" (1/4/47); remarks to the National Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers, Miami (10/29/47); remarks to the American Bakers Convention (11/1/47); remarks to Grace ME (11/9/47); remarks to the Peoria Ad Club (11/10/47); remarks to the Carroll Forum, Kankakee (12/6-7/47); notes on Lincoln; remarks to Peoria Ad Club (11/10/47) and the Paint-Varnish Convention (11/13/47) on armistice day; "Make Freedom Ring" (December 1947); radio, "Washington The Haven" (12/8/47); notes for Carroll Forums; remarks to the Peoria Rotary on agriculture (12/15/47); "Prices and Controls"; "The Marshall Plan"; "Freedom's Song is Becoming Faint"; legislative proposals; remarks, Northern Regional Research Laboratory Award (12/29/47).

92-93 Notebook Twenty-Eight (1947-48). Contents: remarks to Illinois Education Association; anecdotes; remarks in nominating Thomas E. Dewey to be the Republican candidate for President (1948); remarks to the Oranges Chamber, "World Scene--As I See It" (4/6/48); remarks to Michigan Republicans; "The Candles of Freedom" (1948); remarks to Washington, D.C. Republican Women (12/1/47); "Congressional Campaign of 1946"; partial, incomplete index to Notebook.